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Introduction
The 1992 compulsory dismount from the parallel bars (BSD) can be described as a
backward somersault from a handstand position with the body in a layout-pikedlayout position. Although the current compulsory dismount involves a forward
somersault, mastering of the 1992 dismount is still a must for most gymnasts since
the great majority of them perform backward somersault(s) dismounts as part of
their optional routines. It would be beneficial for gymnasts and coaches to recognize the variables for which judges are looking, as well as technique differences
between skillfully and poorly executed BSDs. The purpose of this study was,
therefore, to: 1) identify the skill variables best correlating with the scores given to
the BSDs by qualifying judges, and 2) to identify the differences in technique
between the most and least skillful BSDs.

.

Met hods
Eighteen BSDs, recorded during the 1990 United States Gymnastics Federation
Championships with a NAC 400 HSV camera operating at 200 Hz, were analyzed
utilizing the Ariel Performance Analysis System (APAS). Two dimensional
position data of 6 body points were digitally smoothed with a cut-off frequency of
6 Hz before being submitted to further analysis. Dempster' s (1955) data as
presented by Plagenhoef (1971) was utilized to predict the segmental and total body
anthropometric parameters necessary to solve the mechanical equations. The
analyzed BSDs were rated by two internationally qualified judges on a scale from 1
(worst) to 10 (best). To determine the best predictors of a good score, product
moment correlations between lunematic variables and the judges' averaged scores
were computed. To examine the differences between kinematic variables of the
best (n=8; average score: 8.438) and worst (n=10; average score: 5.15) BSDs,
paired t-tests were used.

Results and Discussion
Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations of the computed kinematic
variable and the correlations and (Bonferoni) probabilities between these variables
and the judges' averaged scores. According to the data and in order of importance,
the best predictors of a good BSD are: 1) the maximum height of the center of
mass (CM) above bars, 2) the total time in the air, 3) the vertical velocity of the

Table 1 (N=18)
Correlations Between Mechanical Variables and Judges' Scores
Variable

Mean

SD

r

CMXRL (meters)
CMYRL (meters)
CMTHRL (deg)
CMYVRL (met/sec)
CMAVRL (radsec)
SJRL (deg)
HJRL (deg)
KJRL (deg)
LRL (normalized)
CMAB (% of height)
SHJAB (deg)
SKJAB (deg)
CMYLD (% of height)
CMTHLD (deg)
CMAVLD (radsec)
=AIR (sec)
TMXH (sec)
HJROMAIR (deg)
CMXFU:
CMYFU:
CMTHRL:
CMYVRL:
CMAVRL:
SJRL:
mRL:
KJRL:
LFU:
CMAB:
SHJAIR:
SKJAIR:
CMYLD:
CMTHLD:
CMAVLD:
=AIR:
TMXH:
rn0MAIR.

CM horizontal distance from hands at push off.
CM vertical distance from hands at push off.
Angle of hands to CM line (from bars) at push off.
CM vertical velocity at push off.
Angular velocity of hands to CM line at push off (from v = or).
Shoulder joint angle (hyperextention) at push off.
Hip joint angle at push off.
(Posterior) knee joint angle at release.
(Normalized) angular momentum at push off (Hinrichs et al., 1983).
Height of CM above bars.
Minimum (anterior) hip joint angle in the air.
Minimum (anterior) knee joint angle in the air.
CM vertical distance from the ground at landing.
Angle of feet to CM line (from the ground) at landing.
Angular velocity of feet to CM line at landing (from v = or).
Time from push off to landing.
Time from push off to maximum height.
Hip joint range of motion during the airborne phase.

P

CM at release, 4) the hip joint angle at push off, 5) the hip joint range of motion
during the airborne phase, 6) the time from release to maximum height, and
7) shoulder joint angle at push off.
Table 2 presents the t-test scores between computed kinematic variables of
the groups of the BSDs receiving high (mean score = 8.438) and low (mean =
5.150) scores. According to the data, the height of the CM above bars is the most
significant difference between high and low scored BSDs. Additional significant
Table 2
Comparison Between Mechanical Variables (M and SD) of High (N=8) and Low
(N=10) Scored Dismounts
Variable

High Scored

Low Scored

t

P

CMXRL (m)
CMYRL (m)
CMTHRL (deg)
CMYVRL (m)
CMAVRL (deg/sec)
SJRL (deg)
HJRL (deg)
KJRL (deg)
LRL (normalized)
CMAB (5% of height)
SHJAB (deg)
SKJAB (deg)
CMYLD (m)
CMTHLD (deg)
CMAVLD (degfsec)
TTAIR (sec)
TMXH (sec)
HJROMAIR (deg)
factors differentiating high and low scored BSDs are: 1) the total time that the
gymnasts are airborne; 2) the hip joint angle at push off (the joint should be
hyperextended); 3) the vertical velocity of the CM at push off (which should be
high and relates, of course, to the CMAB, the T A I R and the TMXH); 4) the hip
joint action in the air (gymnasts should perform a vigorous flexion-extension
during the dismount); 5) the shoulder joint angle at push off (gymnasts should
hyperextend); and 6) the angular velocity and angular momentum at push off.

Examination of the individual data of the BSDs receiviing the highest (9.5)
and lowest (3.5) scores provides additional support for the suggestions made in the
previous paragraph referring to the data in Table 2. For example, the gymnast
receiving the highest score had the highest vertical velocity at push off (resulting in
the largest height above bars and most time in the air), had the second largest hip
joint range of motion in the air, and the second most hyperextended hip and
shoulder joints at push off. In contrast, the gymnast receiving the lowest score had
the smallest vertical velocity at push off (resulting in the least height above bars, the
least time to maximum height and second smallest time in the air), was at a dip hip
joint flexion and the least hyperextended at the shoulder joint at push off, and did
not exhibit any hip joint action when airborne.
As with most correlational results, caution should be exercised when the
data in Table 1 are considered. Preliminary regression analysis revealed that, with
the exception of the CM height above the bars, none of the significant variables in
the Table are good predictors of a judge's score. In fact, this preliminary analysis
reveals that the second best predictor of a judge's score is the horizontal distance of
the CM from the hands at push off (the regression equation is: Score = -1.629 +
1.44CMXRL + 0.169CMAB, explaining 94.8 per cent of the judges' scores
variation).

Conclusion
The results indicate that the best predictors of a good BSD are the height of the CM
above bars and the vertical velocity at push off and associated time in the air.
Additionally, the shoulder and hip joint angles and actions at push off and/or in the
air are also good predictors of a good BSD. In lieu of preliminary regression
analysis, these predictors should be viewed with caution. The height of the CM
above bars, the total time that the gymnasts are airborne, the hip joint angle at push
off, the vertical velocity of the CM at push off, the hip joint action in the air, the
shoulder joint angle at push off, the time to maximum height and the angular
velocity and angular momentum at push off are the most significant factors
differentiating high and low scored BSDs.
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